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Enns, Terry J. **Unnatural bodies: the development of categories of sexual deviancy in medical treatises and popular sexologies on generation, 1675-1725.** c2010. Department: English; Project: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Loewen Walker, Rachel S. **Becoming queer: from rhetoric to rhizomes and toward a politics of process.** c2008. Department: Philosophy; Thesis: M.A. CALL # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Palfy, Randa Richelle. **Psychiatry, social control, and homosexuality: clients’ perceptions of therapeutic care in the decades following demedicalization.** c1997. Department: Sociology; Thesis: M.A. Call # Theses Soc. P24 AND Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.


Poupart, Clay Andrew. **When will my turn come?: the civil service purges and the construction of a gay security risk in the Cold War United States, 1945-1955.** c2005. Department: History; Thesis: M.A. Call # ELECTRONIC THESIS.
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